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roger corman's journey of nat king cole is another noteworthy taradash film. here, the director uses
his own inventive visual style to tell the tale of a gifted musician, who for reasons of his own resigns

his position in his family's orchestra. along the way, he visits the home of the kennedys and
encounters a pair of young teenagers who seem to possess a magical ability to make people want to
listen to them. despite this odd occurrence, nat finds his own music-making ability beginning to wax.

the movie is presented in a relaxed, unpretentious manner by the director, a style that fails to
irritate or attract the casual viewer, but offers this type of cinematic experience to die-hard movie

buffs. a good addition to a taradash collection. harris kiefer's noirish comedy is a fun, free-wheeling
satire of 1940s and 1950s popular culture, celebrity, and sexuality in the era of the jet age. three
young women in san francisco-based nightclubs form a sort of collective to overthrow their boss,
who owns two of them. the arch-conservative guy in charge doesn't think the girls are going far

enough. he figures if he can get his hands on the group's significant other, the revolution will have
been foiled. based on a 1960s television play, and with the usual gangster auteur aplomb, harris

kiefer uses the dramatic scenario to satirize pop culture, capitalism, decadence, and sexual
repression. the satire reaches a crescendo as the group's actions and the studio's reaction lead to a
vast riot, which has the broad humor and chaotic energy of the wacky gangster epics of the period,
but with none of the film's typically limited perspective. the story is a variation on a theme we've

seen before, but the "wild wild west"-style satire and the wild script make it a fun, very funny movie.
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based on the classic indian myth that spawned the tale of the raja of ayodhya's illegitimate son, this
adaptation follows the story of hanuman, a boy made to sacrifice himself for the sake of his

grandfathers country, becoming a gift from the gods to the king and eventually a beloved national
hero. in a time of growing sectarian tensions, the film explores the tensions between hinduism and
islam by juxtaposing scenes of hanumans devotion to bhagwan (vishnu) with the efforts of muslim

brothers akthar (abdullah) and jahan (rahul) to have hanuman restore the crown prince to the
throne. movie poster walt disney's most beloved and ambitious animated film, fantasia combines
famous works of classical music with imagery ranging from a ballet of flowers to a multi-screen
abstraction to create a medley of abstract beauty and sophistication. in the film's most famous

segment, the sorcerer's apprentice, featured above, mickey mouse as the gold-tressed conductor of
the piece. while the film's early scenes (below) feature prominent film stars like ralph bakshi, who

would later be responsible for the first feature-length computer game ever created, it's more striking
as an animated musical. new to the series, this performance is one of the most joyful and heart-felt
of the film's wild and colorful offering of music. born in india, flopnik is an ultra-low-budget take on

the adventures of the marx brothers (except marx only goes around wearing mismatched socks) that
combines comedy and action with a bit of shakespeare in the level of looney tunes and the marx

brothers. this version stars several indie-film actors, including the late christopher atkins as
dumbbakk, and was made entirely by the film's star, chris hamrick, who made a name for himself in

local theater and independent film by the time he was 15. review 5ec8ef588b
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